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SCIENCE is to understand and explain the universe, confirmation of

the theoretical prediction is the verification of that hypothesis. 

Proposal of trace drilling of kimber light pipe in the Atlantic for

verification of plate movement
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1. SEED SCIENCE Lab.

 
In Collision of Moon-sized mantle to Hawaiian position, Mantle cracked at the time of Moon Injection and

it became a Plate Boundary. 

Energy concentrated just behind Collision Position, Kimberlite Pipe squirted and a Diamond Mine was

formed. 

Continent of Africa moved to East with Plate Tectonics with Kimberly Mine on. 

By drilling Atlantic Kimberlite Pipe spout, it is possible to demonstrate all Mysteries of Plate Tectonics and

Origin and Driving Power of Kimberlite Pipe. 

It is difficult to find because Pipe's Roots are narrow,but it is impossible to return to the past before

Rupture of Primitive Planet CERRA, but it is possible to search near Former Kimberly Position of Atlantic

Ocean. 

I am a theorist, pear without drilling means, money or leisure.Although we can state the prophecies, there

may be diamonds at the roots of the pipe.Because it is 5 km of the seafloor,cospa is bad and it is a little. 

It is evidence of Origin of Continental Migration and Kimberlite Pipe. 

Does anyone find a treasure hunt with me? Please email me and discuss with posters and oral

presentations. 

Do you like the story of Origin of Moon? Do you like Big Red Spot of Jupiter? Do you like Mystery of Plate

Tectonics? 

SCIENCE aims to elucidate Mystery of Universe The Best Mystery, 

Utilizing multiple results of one time evolution at Abduction. 

 

SEED SCIENCE Labo, the smallest scientific Personal institute in the world The object of exploration is the

world's widest and the past [Origin of Solar System and Moon and Earth, Universe does not expand etc.]

 
SCIENCE is to understand and explain the universe, confirmation of the theoretical prediction

is the verification of that hypothesis., Validation of plate movement, Trace of kimber light pipe

drilling, Verification of Multi Impact Hypothesis, Verification of the origins of kimber light pipe
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